
From Every Good Boy Deserves Favour 
By Tom Stoppard 
 
Alexander 
One day they arrested a friend of mine for possessing a controversial book, and they kept him in mental 
hospitals for a year and a half. I thought this was an odd thing to do. Soon after he got out, they arrested 
a couple of writers, A and B. They got five years' hard labour. I thought this was most peculiar. My friend, 
C, demonstrated against the arrest of A and B, and they put him back into the mental hospital. D was a 
man who wrote to various people about the trial of A and B. I, J, K, L and a fifth man demonstrated 
against the arrest of D's friends E, F, G and H, and were themselves arrested. D was arrested the next 
day. The fifth man was my friend C, who had just got out of the mental hospital and now got three years 
in a labour camp. I thought this really wasn't fair. M compiled a book on the trials of C, I, J, K and L, and 
with his colleagues N, O, P, Q, R and S attended the trial of T who had written a book about his 
experiences in a labour camp. M, N, O, P, Q, R and S decided to demonstrate in Red Square the 
following Sunday, when they were all arrested and variously disposed of in labour camps, psychiatric 
hospitals and internal exile. You see all the trouble writers’ cause. They spoil things for ordinary people. 

 
From New-Found-Land 
By Tom Stoppard 
 
Arthur 
My America!—my new-found-land! Picture the scene as our great ship rounds the tolling bell of the 
Jersey buoy and with fifty thousand tons of steel plate smashes through the waters of Long Island Sound. 
Ahead of us is the golden span of the Brooklyn Bay Bridge, and on the starboard quarter the Statue of 
Liberty herself. Was it just poetic fancy which made us seem to see a glow shining from that torch held a 
thousand feet above our heads?—and to hear the words of the monumental goddess come softly across 
the water: "Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses, the wretched refuse of your teeming 
shore..."? The lower decks are crowded with immigrants from every ghetto in the Continent of Europe, a 
multitude of tongues silenced now in the common language of joyful tears. Shawled women hold up their 
babies, the newest Americans of all, destined, some of them, to become the captains and the kings of 
ramshackle workshops and to fill the sky over Hollywood with a thousand stars! New York! New York! It's 
a wonderful town! Already we can see the granite cliffs and towers of Manhattan ablaze like jewels as a 
million windows give back the setting sun, and soon we have set foot on the New World. 

 
From Dirty Linen 
By Tom Stoppard 
 
Cocklebury-Smythe 
Yes, the PM offered me a life peerage, for services which he said he would let me know more about in 
due course if I were interested. "No, no, Rollo," I said, "What with only a couple of bachelor cousins in line 
ahead, one of whom is an amateur parachutist and the other a seamstress in the Merchant Navy, I prefer 
to hang on for a chance of the real thing." He said to me: "My dear Cockie, life peers are the real thing 
nowadays." "Oh no they're not, Rollo," I said. "That's just the kind of confusion you set up in people's 
minds by calling them Lord This and Lord That. They think they're lords—they skip off home saying to 
themselves, my golly gorblimey, I'm a lord! They'd be just as happy if you suddenly told them they were 
all sheiks, and God help them if they ever showed up east of the Suez in their appalling pullovers with 
Sheik Shuttleworth stencilled on their airline bags—no, my dear Rollo," I said, "I'll be a real peer or not at 
all." "Now look here, Cockie," he said to me, "If they weren't real peers they wouldn't be in the House of 
Lords would they?" "If that's logic," I said, "you can turn a regimental goat into a Lieutenant Colonel by 
electing it to the United Services Club." "That's an interesting point, Cockie," he said. "It could explain a 
lot of my problems." 

 
From The Coast of Utopia, Part II: Shipwreck 
By Tom Stoppard 
 
Herzen 



Because children grow up, we think a child's purpose is to grow up. But a child's purpose is to be a child. 
Nature doesn't disdain what lives only for a day. It pours the whole of itself into each moment. We don't 
value the lily less for not being made of flint and built to last. Life's bounty is in its flow, later is too late. 
Where is the song when it's been sung? The dance when it's been danced? It's only we humans who 
want to own the future, too. We persuade ourselves that the universe is modestly employed in unfolding 
our destination. We note the haphazard chaos of history by the day, by the hour, but there is something 
wrong with the picture. Where is the unity, the meaning, of nature's highest creation? Surely those 
millions of little streams of accident and willfulness have their correction in the vast underground river 
which, without a doubt, is carrying us to the place where we're expected! But there is no such place, that's 
why it's called utopia. The death of a child has no more meaning than the death of armies, of nations. 
Was the child happy while he lived? That is a proper question, the only question. If we can't arrange our 
own happiness, it's a conceit beyond vulgarity to arrange the happiness of those who come after us. 

 
From Professional Foul 
By Tom Stoppard 
 
McKendrick 
Roy here is sensitive because he gave away a penalty today, by a deliberate foul. To stop a certain goal 

he hacked a chap down. After all, a penalty might be saved and broken legs are quite rare. It's perfectly 

alright—you were adopting the utilitarian values of the game, for the good of the team, for England! But 

I'm not talking about particular acts of expediency. No, I'm talking about the whole ethos. Now, I've played 

soccer for years. Years and years. I played soccer from the age of eight until I was thirteen. At which 

point I went to a rugger school. Even so, Tommy here will tell you that I still consider myself something of 

a left winger. Well, one thing I remember clearly from my years and years of soccer is that if two players 

go for a ball which then into touch, there's never any doubt among those players which of them touched 

the ball last. I can't remember one occasion in all those years and years when the player who touched the 

ball last didn't realize it. So, what I want to know is—why is it that on Match of the Day, every time the 

bloody ball goes into touch, both players claim the throw-in for their own side? I merely ask for 

information. Is it because they are very, very stupid or is it because a dishonest advantage is as welcome 

as an honest one?  


